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With over 30 patents* and more than 150,000 installations worldwide using our NEEDLEPOINT 
BIPOLAR IONIZATION technology, also known as NPBI, AAS is truly the Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) 
revolutIONIZER. 
 
Our proven technology delivers clean indoor air that is safe and healthy – producing neither 
ozone nor other harmful by-products. All our NPBI products are *UL and *CE approved. 
Through NPBI, our products purify the air by eliminating airborne Particulates, Odors and 
Pathogens. All this while saving you 30% on Energy consumption and lowering your carbon 
footprint by reducing outdoor air intake by up to 75%. 
 

 
 
 

AAS FACT: AAS can be installed in IAQ - RevolutIONIZER 

any system in any building...  Pioneering Innovations: 1st . . . 
• Agriculture  • Airports   … with universal power supply 
• Animal Care  • Arenas & Stadiums  … with auto self-cleaning 
• Banks  • Casinos   … duct-mounted design 
• Child Care  • Convention Centers  … to use carbon fiber brush needlepoint emitters 
• Fitness  • Food Service   … with ionization bar 
• Healthcare  • Hospitality   … with flexible ionization strip 
• Hospitals  • Institutional   … with modular ionization bar 
• Manufacturing • Office Building  … to achieve UL867 Ozone Standard (Peak/Chamber) 
• Retail  • Schools & Universities … and only to pass the RCTA DO-160 std for aircraft 
• Senior Care  • Transportation  … to be installed on a commercial jet 
• Theater  • Worship   … to be FAA Certified 
       … to be installed on commercial hand dryers 
       … AND ONLY to have UL2998 Ozone FREE Certification 
       … to receive OSHPD Seismic (OSP) Certification 

 
 



         

Why AAS ? 
 

AAS Delivers significant benefits: 
 

     
Particle Reduction      Pathogen Reduction 
The AAS NPBI technology reduces airborne particles    During the AAS cleaning process the NPBI technology  
(i.e., dust, pet dander, pollen) through agglomeration.    attacks and kills viruses, mold spores and bacteria. The 
The ions attach to the airborne particles. The particles    ions steal away hydrogen from the pathogens, leaving 
are subsequently attracted to one another, effectively    them to die, and leaving you with clean and healthy 
increasing their mass and size. The air filtration system    indoor air. 
easily captures the larger particles, increasing the 
capture efficiency of your HVAC system. 
 

     
Odor Reduction        Energy Saving 
During the AAS cleaning process chemical, pet,     AAS environmentally friendly cleaning process 
cooking, and other odors are broken down into basic    allows commercial buildings to significantly reduce 
harmless compounds, leaving the indoor air fresh    the amount of outdoor air required to operate. This 
smelling and free of odor causing VOCs.     equates to a safer, more comfortable environment 

         that requires up to 30% less energy to condition. 
 

THE AAS ADVANTAGE 
            Corona 
      AAS NPBI          Other BPI      Discharge         HEPA Filters    Carbon Filters   Ultraviolet UV      UV - PCO 

 
 
 
 
 



         

AUTO SELF-CLEANING TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSAL VOLTAGE 

AAS-FC4800-iClean  
An automatic self-cleaning, lightweight NPBI 
system that handles up to 4,800 CFM or 12 tons. 
Designed for multiple mounting options including 
fan inlet, interior duct walls or floors. The composite 
construction allows for mounting in corrosive 
environments. 

   
MAINTENANCE FREE 

AAS-FC2400-iClean 

An automatic self-cleaning, lightweight NPBI system 
that handles up to 2,400 CFM or 6 tons. Designed 
for multiple mounting options including fan 
inlet, interior duct walls or floors. The composite 
construction allows for mounting in corrosive 
environments. 

   
CARBON FIBER EMITTERS 

 

AUTO SELF-CLEANING                            

 

 



         

 
AAS-DM4800-iClean      2016 IAQ GOLD AWARD WINNER 

The world’s first automatic self-cleaning, duct mounted, 
lightweight NPBI electronic air cleaner. The maintenance 
free unit is designed for indoor or outdoor duct mounting 
and can handle up to 4,800 CFM or 12 tons. 

   
 
 

   BARS & STRIPS  

 

AAS-iMOD/AirRail 

The AAS-iMOD/AirRail is a modular NPBI 
system that is field assembled to any 
length up to 240 inches in 6-inch increments. The 
fiberglass composite and carbon fiber AAS-iMOD/AirRail 
can be mounted in corrosive environments. It can treat 
50 – 250 CFM per inch of bar, depending on the application. 

   
 

 

 
 

 



         

 
 
AAS-iRIB® 18/36 
The AAS-iRIB is available in 18” and 36” lengths. They are   Perfect For 
made from a flexible chemical, heat and cold resistant   • Traditional Split Systems 
Kapton® material containing a circuit with special carbon   • Ductless Mini Splits 
fiber ion emitters soldered into the circuit traces. This   • Heat Pump PTACs 
mechanism is engineered to deliver the highest level of   • Ducted Modules 
ionization with the least amount of energy in the most   • Fan Coils 
compact size. Designed for 3200 CFM or 8 tons. 

   
 
 

AAS-NEMA4-OE 
The AAS-NEMA4-OE is a NEMA 4X-rated 
fiberglass enclosure designed to house one 
AAS-iMOD/AirRail power supply. The panel adds a 
superior finished look to any project while 
providing the required protection against 
foreign substances, such as water and dust, when 
power supplies are mounted in non-NEMA 1 
rated environment. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



         

COMPACT NPBI      

     

AAS-SCR1200-1 / AAS-SCR1200-2   AAS-SCR3200(3)-BAS 
The AAS-SCR series is designed to be mounted inside fan coils,   The AAS-SCR-3-BAS unit is designed to be mounted inside 
heat pumps, PTACs, ductless mini-splits and air handlers up   fan coils, heat pumps, PTACs, ductless mini-splits, and 
to 1,200 CFM or 3 tons. Their compact size allows them to    air handlers up to 3,200 CFM or 8 tons. Its compact 
be mounted almost anywhere in just a few minutes.    size and simple mounting requirements allow it to be 
         quickly mounted almost anywhere. 

Features        Features 
• > 25 Million + and – Ions Per cc/sec     • > 170 Million + and – Ions Per cc/sec 
• AAS-SCR1200-1 Powered by 110 - 120 Volts AC   • SCR3200(3)-BAS 24 Volts AC 
• AAS-SCR1200-2 Powered by 208 – 240 Volts AC   • SCR3200(3)-T-BAS 110-240 Volts AC 
• Carbon Fiber Brushes       • BAS Alarm Contacts 
• LED Operation Status       • LED Operation Status 
• Carbon Fiber Brush Emitters      * Carbon Fiber Brush Emitters 
 

SENSORS & MEASUREMENTS 
 

AAS-iMEASURE      AAS-iMEASURE-D 
The AAS-iMEASURE is the first commercially available ion   The AAS-iMEASURE-D ion detector 
detector that can be permanently mounted in the space to  is permanently mounted in the duct 
measure ion levels in real time and report back to a BAS.   downstream of any AAS ionization device. 

It measures ion levels in real time and 
reports back to a BAS. It includes three 
sensitivity levels: 20,000/200,000/2,000,000 
ions/cc/sec that can be set based on the 
application and in-duct location. 
 

              
 
 



         

AAS-iDETECT-P 

The AAS-iDETECT-P is a plenum-mounted ionization 
detector that confirms the output from the AAS-iMod/ 
AirRail. The AAS-iDETECT-P provides the ability to monitor 
ionization status in a plenum to confirm that the 
ionization equipment is working properly. 

   
 

How Ionization Works 
AAS NPBI technology works to safely clean the air inside industrial, commercial and residential buildings. The patented technology uses an 
electronic charge to create a plasma field filled with a high concentration of + and - ions. As these ions travel with the air stream they attach to 
particles, pathogens and gas molecules. The ions help to agglomerate fine submicron particles, making them filterable. The ions kill pathogens 
by robbing them of life-sustaining hydrogen. The ions breakdown harmful VOCs with an Electron Volt Potential under twelve (eV<12) into 
harmless compounds like O2, CO2, N2, and H2O. The ions produced travel within the air stream into the occupied spaces, cleaning the air 
everywhere the ions travel, even in spaces unseen. 

 

 
What is an Ion you may ask? 
An ion is a molecule or atom that is positively or negatively charged, meaning that it has electrons to give or needs electrons to become 
uncharged, thus becoming stable. 
 

Mother Nature’s Way of Cleaning 
AAS technology generates the same ions as Mother Nature creates with lightning, waterfalls, and ocean waves. Mother Nature uses energy to 
break apart molecules. It is nature’s way of cleansing the air naturally and creating a healthy environment. The only difference is that AAS 
technology does it without forming ozone or other harmful byproducts. 
 
 
 
 

                                           AAS* NPBI technology has been certified* 
         by UL 867 and UL 2998 to be ozone free. 

 
 
 



AAS NBPI PRODUCT CHART 

 AAS-FC2400-iClean  24-240vac  2,400 >300 million
 AAS-FC4800-iClean 24-240vac  4,800 >400 million
 AAS-DM4800-iClean 24-240vac  4,800 >400 million

 AAS-SCR1200-1  110-120vac  1,200 >25 million
 AAS-SCR1200-2  208-240vac  1,200 >25 million
 AAS-SCR3200(3)-BAS 24vac  3,200 >170 million
 AAS-SCR3200(3)-T-BAS 110-240vac  3,200 >170 million

   AAS-iMod, up to 240” Length 24-240vac 50-25cfm/in >140m/in
   AAS-iRib18  110-240vac 3,200 >35m/ft
   AAS-iRib36  110-240vac 3,200 >35m/ft

Rep Sales Questions
info@midwestmachinery.net      Ph.636.537.1919

*All technical information and advice given here are based on AAS/GPS previous experiences and/or test results. AAS/GPS gives this information to the best of its knowledge but assumes no 
legal responsibility. Customers are asked to check the suitability and usability in the specific application, since the performance of the product can only be judged when all necessary operating 
data are available. The above information is subject to change. *All Patents, Testing, Certifications, UL Listings etc., are those owned and held by Global Plasma Solutions with sales and 
marketing and branding rights provided and granted to ActiveAir Solutions LLC, by Global Plasma Solutions Inc.

©2019 Global Plasma Solutions, Inc. 
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What is an Ion? 

An ion is a charged atom or molecule. It is charged because the number of electrons does not 
equal the number of protons in the atom or molecule. An atom can acquire a positive charge or 
a negative charge depending on whether the number of electrons in the atom is greater or less 
then the number of protons in the atom. The atom is called an ion when an atom is attracted to 
another atom because it has an unequal number of electrons and protons. If the atom has more 
electrons than protons, it is a negative ion, or ANION. If the atom has more protons than electrons, it is 
a positive ion, or CATION. 

History of Air Ionization 

Corona discharge ionization systems have been operating since the late 1800s. They were originally 
developed by Sir William Crooks. They were marketed as the “Crooks Tube,” and sometimes called 
a cathode ray tube. Around 1928 William Langmuir changed the name to “plasma tube.” Corona 
discharge ionization products have been in the market for a long time. They are also marketed as 
bipolar ionization systems, ionization systems, corona discharge tubes (CDT) or dielectric barrier 
discharge (DBD) systems. No matter what they are called, they are constructed in the same general 
manner. Many companies use CDT/DBD to generate ozone for various odor control applications, 
but generally, the ozone produced is not discharged into an occupied space. In short, if you use 
corona CDT/DBD based ionization technology, there will be ozone as a byproduct, contrary to what 
some marketing materials from various manufacturers suggest. Some manufacturers try to disguise 
the ozone output by calling it activated oxygen, triatomic oxygen or activated plasma, to name a few. 
These name variations have caused confusion in the market. 

Figure 1 shows an example of a bipolar ionization CDT. There is an inner filament, a glass tube, and an 
outer filament. The glass is the “dielectric,” or resistance to the voltage path to ground. The dielectric 
can be glass, quartz, mica, ceramic, or any other material that has a high dielectric (insulating) value. 
For a corona discharge system to operate, the voltage and current must be high enough to break down 
the dielectric material in order to complete the electrical path to ground. When the power output is 
sufficiently high and the path to ground is achieved due to the dielectric breakdown, a corona 
discharge is formed. The corona discharge is best seen in total darkness. It appears as a purple glow 
down the entire tube. Where you see the purple glow, ozone is being produced. 



 
 

 
 

Understanding eV Potential 
 
The power required to make most dielectrics break down is greater than 12.07eV (electron volts). 
Every gas has an electron volt potential. Figure 2 shows a sample of eV potential for several 
compounds. Oxygen has an electron volt potential of 12.07eV, as shown in Figure 2. When the power 
input is greater than 12.07eV, ozone is created due to oxygen being ionized, or “activated.” Every gas 
in the atmosphere has an electron volt potential. Understanding the relationship of power to eV is 
critical when designing air purification systems to produce the desired effect, while avoiding the 
formation of ozone and other by-products. 
 
Needlepoint bipolar ionization (NPBI) is uniquely different from corona discharge ionization systems. 
NPBI does not use a dielectric. The power output is controlled to less than 12.07eV to prevent the 
formation of ozone. AAS’ NPBI technology has been certified by UL 867 and UL 2998 as an ozone free 
technology. Therefore, ozone, aldehydes and ultra-fine particles are not created. In fact, AAS’ NPBI is 
used by multiple cleanroom manufacturers to reduce ultra-fine particles. NPBI has been successfully 
used in hospitals, offices, airports, schools, arenas, airplanes, veterinary offices and vivarium’s, to 
name a few applications. 
 

                                                  
 
Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization 
 
NPBI electrodes, or “needles,” are made from carbon fiber (see Figure 3), titanium, silver, gold, 
stainless, or any other corrosion resistant, conductive material. As you can see from Figure 3, the 
electrodes are attached to the flexible circuit and there is no dielectric. NPBI has been used for particle 
reduction, odor control, pathogen control, energy savings and static electricity control for more than 
10 years.  



 
 
 
 
The production of unwanted by-products, including ozone, associated with corona discharge air 
cleaners are avoided when using NPBI. AAS’ patented needlepoint bipolar ionization technology 
should NOT be associated with the older, ozone producing, corona discharge ionization systems. If it 
doesn’t state needlepoint bipolar ionization, be careful! 

 
 
 

Benefits of AAS’ Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization 
AAS Delivers P.O.P.E 
 
Particle Reduction – AAS needlepoint bipolar ionization technology (NPBI) generates both 

positive and negative ions. Once produced, the ions have a life span of approximately 60 seconds. 
This lifespan gives the ions time to travel with the airflow into the space. In standard indoor air 
quality (IAQ) applications that are non-healthcare and cleanroom type systems, particle counts 
are normally in the range of 18 million particles per cubic foot. Most of these particles are below 
0.3μm (micrometers, or microns) in diameter, which means they stay airborne almost 
indefinitely. Particles this small have very little mass and surface area. The air currents in the 
space have little leverage to move these particles back to the filter for capture. Most people 
have seen a sunbeam in their home or office when sunlight shines through a window, exposing 
the haze of fine particles in the air. The sunbeam is comprised of asthma and allergy triggering 
small particles that include mold, pollen, pet dander and many other organic contaminants. In 
fact, they are so small that when you walk through the sunbeam, you can’t detect the particles 
moving. If the particles were like snow, the NPBI technology is the snow plow! As previously 
mentioned, ions produced using NPBI travel with the airflow and enter the space where the fine 
particles exist. The ions cause some particles to become positively charged, while others become 
negatively charged. Because opposite charges attract, these particles become magnets and start 
sticking to one another, which is called agglomeration (like creating a snowball). As the particles 
become larger, they gain surface area and mass. The particle growth enables the airflow within 
the space to push against the larger surface and propel those particles to the filter where they 
can be captured. In layman’s terms, if you have sunbeams in your home or apartment, after 2-3 
days of operating AAS’ NPBI system, you will no longer see sunbeams, and there will be much 
less particles and dust in the indoor air. Blue Heaven Labs, a 3rd party laboratory, tested AAS’ 
NPBI and confirmed that a system using a MERV 8 filter and NPBI will have the same or better 
particle control than a system using a MERV 13 filter without NPBI. This equates to fan energy 
savings and filter replacement cost savings. 
 



 
 
 
 

Odor Control – The ions produced by AAS’ patented NPBI devices break down gases with 

electron volt potential numbers below 12. The harmful gases are reduced to compounds or 
molecules already prevalent in the atmosphere, including oxygen, nitrogen, water vapor and 
carbon dioxide. The compounds are a result of the contaminants entering the NPBI field. 
Formaldehyde, for example, which is off-gassed by building furnishings, is known to be 
carcinogenic. Formaldehyde has an Electron Volt Energy of 10.88 eV. Formaldehyde breaks down to 
carbon dioxide and water vapor when it encounters the plasma field, thus eliminating 
the health hazards. Another example is ammonia, with a 10.07 eV. Ammonia is typically produced 
by occupants of a space, and best understood as typical body odor. Ammonia breaks down to 
nitrogen and water vapor. In summary, the chemical or contaminant in the space reacts with the 
NPBI field and results in harmless molecules common in the atmosphere. Many applications are 
now using AAS’ NPBI technology instead of carbon filters or potassium permanganate to control 
odors. Carbon is expensive, requires frequent replacement, and must be “tuned” to the target 
odors and contaminants. Filters also have a high pressure drop, or drag, which result in greater 
energy demand. Carbon filters require a final filter for dusting because carbon particles are 
released from the filter. Finally, if you don’t want any ultra-fine particles entering the airstream, 
a final filter is needed, which is typically an expensive Ultra-Low Particle Air (ULPA) filter, like 
what is used in radioactive applications. 
 

Pathogen Control – The ions produced by NPBI are also attracted to pathogens, like ions 

attaching to and controlling particles. When the ions combine on the surface of a pathogen, they 
rob the pathogen of the hydrogen necessary for them to survive. During the final step of 
deactivation, the ions eliminate hydrogen from the pathogen, making the airborne virus, bacteria 
or mold spore inactive or non-viable. AAS partners have done substantial testing to confirm the kill 
rates of various pathogens. Below is a chart that shows the results of testing that has been completed 
by various 3rd party, independent testing firms. 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

AAS’ technology is the only active air purification system that has been designed and approved 
to operate in commercial and private aircraft. Aviation applications require passing the stringent 
DO-160 test that proves the technology does not generate EMF, or line noise, that would 
interfere with the avionics equipment of the airplane. This is important to note because AAS’ NPBI 
technology is used in many healthcare applications for pathogen and odor control. There 
is no interference with healthcare imaging equipment that would result in unreliable testing. 
 

Energy Savings via Outside Air Reduction – Utilizing the ASHRAE 62 Indoor Air Quality Procedure 

(IAQP), combined with AAS’ NPBI technology, outside air may be reduced by up to 75% in 
nonhealthcare applications, subject to building pressure. The IAQP allows air purification to be applied 
to clean the air within the building and remove the contaminants of concern, thus reducing outside air 
intake need for dilution. The NPBI technology is controlling or destroying the contaminants of concern, 
and less so-called clean outdoor air is required, resulting in significant energy savings to condition the 
incoming air. NPBI has been installed in over 1,000 projects with the ventilation rates reduced to 5 
CFM per person or less. For example, in a K-12 application in the southeast United States, on a 100,000 
square feet school, the typical first cost savings are $500,000, and the annual energy savings are 
generally $0.25 to $0.40 per square foot! If you have Particles, Odors or Pathogen issues, or you need 
to reduce ventilation air to save Energy while protecting your IAQ, AAS and its Needlepoint Bipolar 
Ionization technology is the right solution for you! Below are a few clients that have used AAS’ NPBI 
technology. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
ASHRAE has released several documents on the treatment of indoor air as it relates to the COVID-
19 pandemic. These describe and advocate for several treatment methods including ones that 
cleanse the air of pathogens and particles. They fail to acknowledge that there is substantial 
supporting data and UL 2998 certification to validate that Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization (NPBI) is 
an effective and safe way to reduce particles, control odors and deactivate or kill pathogens.  
 
There has been much research conducted on bipolar ionization over the years by many third-party 
researchers, universities, and governments. This research in combination with ActiveAir’s “GPS’ 
NPBI” Technology sponsored research and testing proves the NPBI technology can perform to the 
levels of ActiveAir’s GPS’ claims. In addition, many end users such as hospitals, aviation 
manufacturers, universities and K-12 schools have conducted their own tests and have shown 
tremendous reductions in particles, TVOCs and pathogens.  
 
BACKGROUND  
ASHRAE  has recently released or republished several documents, including position papers, related 
to the treatment of indoor air. The papers advocate for treatment methods, including technologies 
available to cleanse the air of pathogens and particles. Some of these documents include:  
 

1. “ASHRAE Position Document on Airborne Infectious Diseases” – published in 2009 and 
reaffirmed in 2020:  

https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/about/position%20documents/airborne-infectious-
diseases.pdf    

2. “ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious Aerosols” – published on April 14, 2020:  

https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/about/position%20documents/pd_infectiousaerosol
s_2020.pdf  

3. “ASHRAE Position Document on Filtration and Air Cleaning” – published in 2015 and 
reaffirmed in 2018:  

https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/about/position%20documents/filtration-and-air-
cleaning-pd.pdf   

4. ASHRAE website Technical Resources - Frequently Asked Questions – updated May 11, 
2020: 

 https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/frequently-asked-questions-faq   

5. “ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force – Filtration & Disinfection” – updated May 4, 2020: 
 https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/technical%20resources/covid-19/ashrae-
filtration_disinfection-c19-guidance.pdf   
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ANALYSIS  
1. ASHRAE recently re-released a paper entitled ASHRAE Position Document on Airborne Infectious 
Diseases, originally published in 2009, revised in 2014 and only reaffirmed in 2017 and 2020.  
 
There is no mention of NPBI or electronic air cleaners (EACs) as a method to reduce virus, bacteria, 
mold and particles, even though there is a strong body of evidence and experience using the 
technology to help control the aforementioned irritants. See the table below for actual third-party 
test results for the deactivation or kill rates for various pathogens.  
ASHRAE’s Technology Council and the cognizant committee recommend revision, reaffirmation, or 
withdrawal every 30 months. ASHRAE has not made any effort to understand the NPBI technology 
in the past 10 years.  
 
Testing of ActiveAir’s/GPS technology at several testing agencies produced the following results: 

 

 
 

 
2. ASHRAE’ paper entitled ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious Aerosols was released on April 
14, 2020 as a direct result of the Covid-19 pandemic. It reads much like the ASHRAE Position 
Document on Airborne Infectious Diseases and references directly the document and attempts to 
provide building owners and designers of mechanical systems with guidance on decreasing 
exposure of secondary hosts through the HVAC systems.  
 
Once again, there is no mention of NPBI or EACs as a method to reduce virus, bacteria, mold and 
particles, even though there is a strong body of evidence and experience using the technology to 
help control the aforementioned irritants. ActiveAir’s/GPS technology is known to combine fine 
particles and aerosols through the principle of agglomeration.  
 
3. The ASHRAE Position Document on Filtration and Air Cleaning was developed by the Society's 
Filtration and Air Cleaning Position Document Committee formed on January 6, 2012. It was finally 
approved in 2015 and reaffirmed in 2018 by ASHRAE Technology Council.  
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The committee included representatives from academia, consultants, industry groups, and finally by 
manufacturers from (1) filtration companies, (2) UV companies, (3) PCO experts. There was no 
representation or expertise for ionization technologies, even though the technology had been 
widely used well before 2012. Once again, ASHRAE has not made any effort to research or 
understand NPBI technology.  
 
The document makes a passing reference to ionization equipment, but only in the misleading 
reference to “Ozone-Generating Air-Cleaning Devices,” which ActiveAir’s/GPS technology is not. 
ActiveAir’s/GPS technology is UL 2998 certified, meaning it has been tested for ozone output and is 
deemed “ozone free.”  
 
Blue Heaven Labs and the National Research Council of Canada have confirmed that combining 
ActiveAir’s/GPS’ NPBI technology with a MERV rated filter will enhance the filter’s MERV value and 
dramatically reduce the particle counts in the space. A MERV 8 filter will act like a MERV 13 filter 
and a MERV 12 filter will act like a MERV 16 filter.  
 
4. ASHRAE published an FAQ on the Technical Resources area of the website. A Question was 
asked “What does ASHRAE suggest on the use of bipolar ionizing (BPI) air cleaners?” The initial 
Answer: “The ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious Aerosols and the ASHRAE Position 
Document on Filtration and Air Cleaning do not currently recommend BPI due to a lack of scientific 
data on these air cleaners.” Then on May 11, 2020, after objections and challenges by ActiveAir’s 
GPS, ASHRAE revised their answer to “The ASHRAE Position Document on Infectious Aerosols and 
the ASHRAE Position Document on Filtration and Air Cleaning do not currently position for or 
against the use of BPI due to a lack of sufficiently clear scientific data on these air cleaners.  
 
ASHRAE’s intention with the answer is that they are uncomfortable recommending the technology 
because of their belief that there is a lack of evidence as to the efficacy of BPI which is incorrect 
although they do acknowledge it as a potential solution. ActiveAir’s/GPS has years of experience 
and 3rd party testing demonstrating its efficacy. ASHRAE is not suggesting for users to not use it. If 
one reads further the answer, ASHRAE writes:  
• • “…does not comment because of the lack of scientific data…” and the need for 3rd party 
data to affirm the technology. They write that BPI claims may be true, but the data is not publicly 
available. This is untrue. ActiveAir’s/GPS and other manufacturers of BPI products publish 3rd party 
results and can be found at ActiveAir upon request.  
 
• • ASHRAE writes that in terms of COVID-19 the well-studied technologies do not have 
enough information to conclude their efficacy. For example, ASHRAE acknowledges UVC is not well 
understood for COVID-19.  
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 ASHRAE also confirms that they do not test products and that current ASHRAE tests do not 
cover BPI devices. They write “Companies must test their own products or pay test labs to 
do this for them,” which ActiveAir’s GPS’ has done.  

 
5. ASHRAE suggests that all BPI devices use reactive air species and suggests it creates secondary 
contaminants and particles. This is incorrect as it relates to ActiveAir’s GPS. ActiveAir’s GPS 
technology does not utilize corona discharge as the generator for ionization. ActiveAir’s GPS utilizes 
Needlepoint Technology and controls the voltage to avoid ozone production.  
• ActiveAir’s GPS published a white paper entitled "Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization is NOT Corona 
Discharge Ionization.” The paper can be found at ActiveAir Solutions upon request. 
 
• ActiveAir’s GPS has published and provided numerous 3rd party test results demonstrating that it 
aids in the removal of particles from the air. For example, the combination of ActiveAir’s GPS 
technology and a MERV-8 filter is as effective as a MERV-13 filter in removing particles from the air.  
 
6. ASHRAE published a document ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force, which was updated April 15, 2020. 
It reads much like a presentation. Within the document they reference “Bi-Polar Ionization Air 
Cleaning” whereby they associate all BPI with corona discharge. This is incorrect, as documented by 
the numerous white papers and articles written by ActiveAir’s GPS, including the white paper 
entitled “Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization is NOT Corona Discharge Ionization.” The paper can be 
found at ActiveAir Solutions upon request. 

• ActiveAir’s GPS has demonstrated its technology does not generate ozone.  

• ActiveAir’s GPS technology is UL 2998 certified (the ASHRAE document inaccurately references 
the certification as UL 2996)  

• ASHRAE and its committee members continue to associate all BPI equipment as ozone generators, 
which is incorrect. ActiveAir’s GPS technology is not corona discharge.  
 
Members of ASHRAE and the representatives of the various committees have not taken the time to 
understand ActiveAir’s GPS technology and its capabilities. By their own admission, members of the 
standing committee for ASHRAE 62.1 and relevant subcommittees have admitted they do not 
understand the technology, yet they continue to comment on the efficacy of the technology and 
attempt to develop standards to govern it. These same committees are comprised of 
representatives from numerous companies that manufacture and represent competitive products 
such as HEPA filters, UV, carbon filtration, photocatalytic oxidation, etc.  
 
A key step ASHRAE has taken is requiring UL 2998 certification. This means technologies have been 
tested for ozone output and are deemed “ozone free.” This requirement can be found in ASHRAE 
62.1-2019, Section 5.7.1. Any device that requires power to clean the air, should have UL 2998 
certification including polarized media filters, electrostatic precipitators, 
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negative ion generators, bipolar ion generators, needlepoint bipolar ion generators, dielectric 
barrier discharge ion tubes, corona discharge ion tubes, UV lights, etc. It is common for people to 
lump all these technologies together, but they all have their unique method of operation, and 
therefore, varying levels of performance against particles, TVOCs, pathogens, and ozone output. UL 
2998 does not guarantee product performance; it only certifies the technology is safe to use in 
respect to ozone generation.  
 
ActiveAir’s GPS NEEDLEPOINT BIPOLAR IONZATION TECHNOLOGY  
Does that mean you should not use NPBI technology in lieu of UVDI or other ASHRAE recommended 
technologies? The answer is a resounding ABSOLUTELY NOT! There has been much research 
conducted on bipolar ionization over the years by many third-party researchers, universities, and 
governments. This research in combination with ActiveAir’s GPS’ sponsored research and testing 
proves the NPBI technology can perform to the levels of ActiveAir’s GPS’ claims. In addition, many 
end users such as hospitals, aviation manufacturers, universities and K-12 schools have conducted 
their own tests and have shown tremendous reductions in particles, TVOCs and pathogens. 
Unfortunately, very often the end user data is normally protected by non-disclosure agreements 
and ActiveAir’s GPS and its Representatives are not at liberty to share those private results unless 
authorized or permitted to do so.  
 
NPBI can be used for particle and pathogen control, which may help the overall transmission of 
pathogens. Details include:  
 
1. Particle Reduction – Blue Heaven Labs and the National Research Council of Canada have 
confirmed that combining ActiveAir’s GPS’ NPBI technology with a MERV rated filter will enhance 
the filter’s MERV value and dramatically reduce the particle counts in the space. A MERV 8 filter will 
act like a MERV 13 filter and a MERV 12 filter will act like a MERV 16 filter. Based on results 
provided by clean room manufacturers, semiconductor manufacturers and hospitals with the 
technology in operating room (OR) environments, particle counts in the space have decreased by 70 
- 90%, beyond what a HEPA filter and high air exchange rate can accomplish alone. ASHRAE is 
recommending increasing the MERV ratings of filters to help stop the spread of pathogens, but 
many systems cannot handle the pressure drop of higher efficiency filters. By adding ActiveAir’s 
GPS’ technology you can achieve the goal ASHRAE has recommended. Filters can only remove what 
is brought to them, so let ActiveAir’s GPS’ technology help bring the particles back to the filters for 
capturing. In addition, even if your system can accept the higher efficiency filters, the airflow may 
decrease significantly, and the overall particle counts will go up.  
 
2. Pathogen Control - ASHRAE has suggested using upper room UVDI units to reduce airborne 
pathogens in the space or mounting UVC in the ductwork. The same paper that states upper room 
UVDI may be beneficial also states that when the air exchange rate is 
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over 6 per hour, the UVDI has shown little benefit due to the velocity of the air moving past the 
lights. Installing ActiveAir’s GPS’ technology in the supply air duct feeding the critical spaces will 
ensure that anywhere the air travels, the ions will agglomerate particles, creating surface area, and 
allow the airflow to transport the particles back to the filter for capture. In addition, anywhere the 
ions are traveling into the space and those ions contact pathogens, those pathogens may be 
deactivated based on the ion density and time exposed. Research now suggests that particles are 
acting as transport mechanisms for pathogens due to the larger surface area of the particle and 
allowing air currents to transport the particle with the virus attached and move it long distances 
away from the source.  
 
Many healthcare clients are able to measure the benefit of ActiveAir’s GPS’ technology. One recent 
test of hospital operating rooms revealed that the particle counts decreased by 70% and their 
airborne viable bacteria was reduced by 38%. Those are impressive reductions considering they 
were taking place in what was already thought to be a “sterile” OR environment. UVDI is not the 
solution in every situation and one must consider the safety issues with UVDI’s light output, the 
degradation of materials the light shines upon, the replacement costs of the UVDI and the hazards 
of disposal of UV bulbs.  
 
ActiveAir’s GPS’ technology is sustainable and requires no replacement parts and produces no 
visible light. These are key reasons that UV light manufacturers don’t want to see needlepoint 
bipolar ionization advance within ASHRAE. Having an ASHRAE chapter on EACs legitimizes the 
technology and will further impact the carbon media, UVC and filter manufactures sales. None of 
the ASHRAE position papers on filtration, airborne infectious disease, or similar have included any 
EAC manufacturers on the committees, but other manufacturers were consulted as proven by the 
authors shown on the papers. The current ASHRAE epidemic task force has no representation from 
any BPI manufacturer but does so for UV and filter providers: 
https://www.ashrae.org/file%20library/technical%20resources/covid-19/ashrae-epidemic-task-
force-full-roster.pdf.  
 
CONCLUSION  
ActiveAir’s GPS has the proper supporting data and UL 2998 certification to validate our claims of 
particle reduction, odor control, pathogen reduction and no ozone generation. For these reasons, 
ActiveAir’s GPS’ technology should be considered as a replacement or a supplement to UVC and a 
substitute or enhancement to using higher efficiency filters when applicable. 
  
In summary, below is a short list of NPBI benefits with supporting documentation:  

• Particle reduction in the space – less particles equals transmission route reduction.  

• Reduction of pathogens in the air and on surfaces.  

• Static Electricity Control – reduced static prevents pathogens from being attracted to 
surfaces.  
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